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* * *

TH1C ELDER LYONS HAD FOR SALE

a,lat cef fine Pmheron ,bor,u. A
from tbe east looked them over and
they were too lean for the Boston

~

ket, where fat, glossy horses were in demand. Acting on the buyer's advice Mr.
Lyons fattened 40 horles with liberal
rations of hay and grain, feecHne them
molasses to give them &10881 coats. He
sold the an1ma1a for ~ iood
after

Y0\1De

some

fbe hones
puff If

,a1.

d ln tbe mornina
tbat money In their pockets
1lfo brotherll returned to tht hotel,
and, felpin& reluctance, were "per·
auaded" Into another game. This time
they screened their hands carefully,
When the aame wu over D1ck lla4 WQ
tram Jilaekfqle '8,QIIO; 1n~ ..............
p1pOn Deerman

erest.

hd • - Pl' -

11W'

GERMAN

COMMANDERS

KNEW

every foot of French and Pollah soil
over iVhich tlie, advanced either from
acttu!f:travel or from complete maps. In
the
World war the advance to the
Somae was over land known to both
ders. In the recent advance into

m

:AND THE
battleground
Cermari pneral sta!f.
Military maps are not as accurate nor
complete as regular German staff work
requires, and this may be a serious handl·
cap.
.
Another factor
te aralnlt
the German success in t1lls theater la that
1nte1llgence service, a military term for
espionage, has not been and cannot )le
quickly prepared as it was ln the other
countries in which the Nazi army has
campaigned.
If war breaks out in the Balk&Dllt tbe
German high ~DIJ!Ullld will .facre llill1IIA
probleq
In Ceiitra1

tory
the war of
movement of motor equipment
made far in advanee with alternate routes
named in ell1le of trouble.

* *

*
GEltMAN MILITARY ACT.IONS FOL
]ow J set plan, with eventualities prepared for in
When these prepa·
rations do not
u. expected, the
efficiency of the
lmpatreO.

Thia was known In the. .tlnal stqes of
the ~use-Argonne campaign in 1918, and

OF THE PA·
per reports the preeenee of Hungarians
at Fort Frances, Indicating another overflow of surplus Into territory not .tted
to this bird. The editor is wondering if
this is to be followed by a similar dee.
own. mistakes ana
of wild life to
ties of t,rr.aln.
food supply, shelter and other factors.

*

•

..

ANOTHER FREE PRESS CORR.ES=
pondent, R. D. Bird of the Bra.mlqn, entomological laboratory, has been blveii\l·
gating the mortallty of game. birds from
railway accidents. ln a walk of six m1Ies
along the railway track he found the
remaµis of 32 Hungarians, one ~
tailed

*

*

*

THE CROPS OF ALL THOSE BIRDS
were well filled with lood, together with
gravel or cinders. Game birds often fre.
quent the railways and highways, with
disastrous results to themselves. They•
find some l1'lliD which has been scattered froZQ.
~ or freight cars,
but it ~ i\it{th,e principal attraction which diey fill¢'• . . . dangerous
places is the aupply of ,rtt which
find there and which is not found rea
in most of the prairie country.

A MAMMOTH ISSUE OF THE BEIL
CONCERNING THE AUTHORSHIP
of "Tipperary," about which a corres- Maywood Industrial · Post is devoted to

pondent inqUlred some days ago, Mrs.
S. IL Miller of Humboldt, Minnesota,
Mites:
"I met a Mrs. Williams at Stanton,
N. D., in the spring o!
1919 at the home of the
Loys of Stanton, when
I was just back :fl'Om the
war. Mrs. Miller's home
was in Lou1sville, Kentucky, where her son
was a dentist. $le was
either the mother or the
aunt of the author of
the song. Mrs. Wlll1aml
was related to a mem.
ber of the state legislature from Mercer county who was known, I
think as "Dad" Wilua~ea
Iiams. In 1914 or 1915, the Pathfinder
wrote up the history of the song, "Tipperary," and from my contact with the
family I suppose that he may have lived in Mandan at some time."

* *

descriptions of the commercial and industrial advantages of the twin communities of Bell and Maywood, California, 1
and of the progress that has been made I
by those communities in recent years.
Among the portralts of prominent men
in the issue is one of Geo. R. Robbins,
former Grand Forks attorney, who has
been .a resident of Bell Since 1932. Of

blm=~~;'S ~ME MR RO~/
bins was appointed city judge of Bell,
and he has retained that position since

then. His record is one of conscientious
and consistent service for the city and
his reputation has led to his temporary
appointment to other high courts when
occasions demanded. As a Mason he has
been active in Eastern Star work and he
is a Past Worthy Patron of that order.
"Judge and Mrs. Robbins' daughter,
now married, ls Mrs. B. G. Swenson of
South Gate.

* *

* J. S. BIGEA LETI'ER FROM MRS.
iow of Pleasant Lake, N. D., asks for
the words of a poem entitled "My Four
Tall Sons." The poem, which she has
mislaid, was sent to her long ago by a
daughter in Valley City, and since Mrs.
Bigelow has four tall sons, now all out
in the world, she ls anxious to obtain
the verses which she thinks fit her situation exactly. Can any reader supply
them?

I AM RETURNING *'n{ANKS TO
Mrs. R. M. Byrne of St. John, N. D., .for
a growing Irish shamrock plant Mrs.
Byrne writes that the plant-a picture
of which was published ln the Herald
recently-is not the true shamrock, but
the plant known as the oxalis, a member
of the wood sorrel family. She continues:
"The true shamrock is a member of
* PUBLISHED BY THE
AN ARTICLE
the clover family and has a very small
magazine
Foreign
Affairs and entitled
blossom like the yellow clover blossoms.
I am sending you a real shamrock, the "What is the Western Hemisphere?" is
by Vilhjalmur Ste,fansson, former North
seeds of which came from Ireland."
Dakota University student who became
famous as an explorer. Dr. Stefansson
*
THE PLANT WHICH MRS. BYRNE maintains that any idea of bounding the
lends is of a trailing nature and has a western hemisphere by a straight line
tiny clover-like leaf scarcely a quarter such as a meridian is unsound, because
of an inch across. I have potted it care- any such line would come too close to
fully and shall give it a chance to grow either the eastern or the western land
out of doors in the spring.
mass at one or more points. He holds
that the line dividing the two hemispheres should run through the center of
the widest channel between the two
bodies. This line would start east of
Greenland and Iceland and would follow
a curved course down through the middle
of the Atlantic.

* *

* *

* *

1

* EXPLORING DAYS
DURING HIS
Stefansson was exposed many times to 1
bitter cold and furious storms in the
Arctic. He dressed for such exposure,
and he also learned the importance of
avoiding panic and of conserving energy
in unfavorable weather conclltlons. Fight•
ing a storm, he writes in one of his
books, is apt to be fatal. There is great
danger, too; he says, in very cold weather, making such violent exertion as to
induce perspiration. That causes cloth•
ing to become damp and freezing is fa.
cilitated. Even going to sleep in a storm,
e says, may be beneficial rather than
dangerous, as when one is sheltered
from wind, bodily functions are slowed
down and i;;tren

EVERYONE HAS HEARD OF THE days of visul/ education, :movies and sim•
McGuffey readers. Many of our older ilar devices, i might not be amiss here to
devote a pa agraph ,0r two to William
people have used them in school. But not M~Guffey's/ Iife.
.
so n:iany are familiar with 'the history of
* * *
J
McGuffey himself. Not a
''HE · WAS BORN IN A LOG CABIN
·few think of him as a
~
on the e:qnsylvania frontier. His parmild sort of crank, a pci.·
,
d
t·
ents were poor in worldly goods, but
son of meager e uca ion
were xich in the ambitions they had for
who thought of himself
as a man with a mission,
their children. By the time he was 18
and who undertook to
years of age, William McGuffey had managed to attend only three winter· terms
carry out that mission
of school. In the meantime, however, his
by compiling for the
youth of America a serstepmother, using borrowed books, had
ies o.t readers whose
taught him to read and his father had
crudities are now to be
taught him surveying, along with a smatregarded with an indultering of mathematics. Then one day the
gent smile.
Rev. Thomas Hughes, who ran a private
*
*
academy in the nearby town of Darling..
THAT p ATRONIZING
Davies
ton, rode by the McGuffey cabin.
·
and slightly contemptuous attitude to*· * *
ward the McGuffey readers is apt to
"THE REV. HUGHES HEARD MRS.
bring expressions of resentment from McGuffey praying aloud that her son
persons who knew those readers in their might be given the chance to acquire an
school days and still love them. The re- education and stopped and talked with
sentment is warranted, for not only did her. He was so impressed with her earnthe McGuffey reaqers serve to open the estness that he decided to forego the tuigates of knowledge to innumerable young tion fee of $3 a year and found a place
people of t}:leir period, but the quality of where the young man might work for his
their content remains in many respects board. After finishing with the Darling;
unsurpassed by anything that appears in ton ~cademy, he worked his way through
the latest readers .. Many of the best sel- Washington College (now W & J College
ections in todais books appeared on the 'Of Washington, Pa.).
pages of the old McGuffey readers.
* * *
.
*
*
THE YOUNG McGUFFEY HAD A
WILLIAM McGUFFEY WAS NOT unique plan of study. He memorized
the unskilled amateur that he is often everything. Whether his memory was[
supposed to have been. He was an earn- outstanding, or whether he developed it
est student whose scholarship won for through overwork, the fact is that it has
him· recognition by ~everal college~ of never -been ·equalled. When he was 21
high standing. In the preparation of his years old he could recite any book in th
books he sought to convey moral les- Bible. He had preached some 3,000 ser
sons, and if he made those lessons too mons, without notes and it is said that,
obvious, surely that was a pardonable er- given the text, he could repeat them pracror for his period. Recently Robert C. tically the same as he gave them the first
Vance, of the staff of the agricultural time. He later became president of. Miami
paper the Farmer, visited McGuffey's University at Oxford.
poyhood home in Pennsylvania, and he
,
* * *
wrote for his paper the following sketch
McGUFFEY WAS ORDAINED A
of the educator's life:
Presbyterian minister when he was 29
* *
years old. Beside preaching and teaching, I
"ABOUT FOUR MILES OUT FROM he found time to study child psychology
West Alexander, Pennsylvania, is a gran- and began· to work out a set of school
ite monument, marking the site of the readers, suitable for the various ages. His
house where William McGuffey was First, Second, Third and Fourth Readers
born. The cabin itself was purchased by were published with the understanding
Henry Ford and moved · to Dearborn vil- that he was to receive a royalty until $1,·
fage, in Michigan. The monument mark• 000 had been paid the author. The readed the place where it had stood. In these ers were so. popular among schools that
--the publishers made a fortune and in
gratitude, pensioned McGuffey for life.
William's brother, Alexander, aided him
in compiling the Fifth and Sixth Readers."

*

*.

*

*

;PERROTI
Mn. G. st.
Perrott, wl!,
was for ·many
years professor of rom'ance languages In
the University of North Dakota, and whQ
died here. He was a real scholar llfflli'III
man of fine personal qualities. Mrs. Perrott will be remembered here as a woman
o1
t wit.

tes tor
lias

"That, ap
Ignorance on my part.

* *

* MUltR'.AJ
"ROBERT
HAMMOND
writes from Cranford, N. J., that he used
to sing that song at school, except that
],.is ,first line ran 'Singing jepsegeegee
ei:,'QRY-O'; he suspects that it came out of
the
London music halls, then called
'caves al. harl!lany.' Vlrglllia
Cummins, of tb_e Hotel Plaza, says that she
recognizes lt u the chorus of 'a rather
rlsque song.' :which she believe• came
from 'The Black Crook.' Tffl!l'l!sa Batten
Mosher, of Harrison, N. Y., reports that
her father, born in England In 1852, still
sings it, and that he has a very good

o~

-.nt

b:om hl
' \cres the material for abundant llvint
¥hatever he produces beyond this yield.
' im all the cash he needs. He know
othlnJ at 'tile.,~
and Mr. NOi$
believes Lanciilte.o~ t o ~ $11- •
est in the world "In good hard ava1hible
cash money that can be dug up on de- .
mand at any moment out of the Amllll,
man's pants pocket.

*

*

*

"THE AMISH," CONl'!NUES mE
artlde,
tbtl. New Deal's whole program of IOCla1 security, hands down.
They have the best form of old-a,e l)ell·
slon that can be devised; when you grow
old you simply take tblnp euy and llve
'wle Gott In Frankrelch' while your faai.
lly caniea on. No need for some officious
nlnco~J> to- come down from Wu,I!,,
ln,tl!D iliil teJ1

.,_t

alao

WU

1l8nie

.Of _x.anc:ut.er

1114

e
will be... '.l'he AmIshman does not waste a slntrie bawbee
on Insurance, for he already has the belt
kind of Insurance, on which he 111111 no
premiums, and hls policy never expires.
Il lightning strikes his barn, bis coreu,onlsts In that district build him a new
one; lf he Is
they help him out with
his w o r k ; , , . _ ~ . they
UT1J11ements to:' lla\19.._. go o
Insurance company can compete with
county,

m.

that."

* * *

MR. NOCK DOES NOT ADVISE THB
rest of us to turn Amlsh, but he thlnka
there are features In the Amish '9Y of
e, its simplicity and its independence
which might profitably be lneCtrpon.ted
1nto American life ff!lerally.

AN AUTOMOBILE ASSEMBLY PLANT IN

St. Paul closes because of inability to obtain
parts from the big Ford plant at Dearborn,
Michigan, where a strike is in progress. A plant
in Pennsylvania c~oses because
it cannot obtain necessary parts
from a plant at Hil~sdale, Michigan, where there is another
strike. Other plants are closing or are threatened with closing because of a coal strike. - It
is clear that if strikes in major
centers continue, industry everywhere must come to a standstill. That will be pleasing news
in Berlin, .t~r It means the bogging down of the whole national
defense program, of which the
sending of material aid to Great
her allies is a major and urgent

*

*

*

IN MOST OF THESE STRIKES QUESTIONS

of wages and hours are involved only in a
minor way, if at all. Great strikes are called
because of disputes over whether this or that
1roup shall bargain for employes, because someone has been discharged for what are alleged
to be improper reasons, because some manager
has employed men who are members of another union, or of no union at all. For such
causes men who wish to work are prevented by
force , from doing so, public streets are blocked, cities are plunged into a state of civil war,
and the governor of a state who appears on the
•cene to plead ' for peace , is hooted and jeered
and his car is overturned and pelted · with
missiles. Meanwhile workmen by the hundred
thousand are idle, the wheels of industry cease
to turn, and the production of necessary military material is hampered.

* *

* OF PREPARATION FOR
AS A MEASURE
whatever crisis may develop a million young
men are being inducted into military service.
National Guard units have already been mustered into the national service. One of those units
has already gone from Grand Forks and another
is to go within a tew days. For many weeks
young men drawn for training have been going to their designated camps to be initiated
into army, navy or air service. All this is in
preparation for a possible war, a war which
this' nation ·does not seek, but which may be
forced upon it, and which prompt and adequate
preparation now may avert.

*

*. *

A STRIKE NOW WHICH SLOWS UP PRO·

duction, whether of military or other material,
ls a blow at every man who wears the nation's

niform and serves · under its flag. It is a blow
at the family of ~very young man from Grand
Forks, from North Dakota, from anywhere, who
has been called into th~ service of his country.
It increases the hazard of war and it threatens
to deprive those of our men who may be engaged in war of the equipment of which they
may be in desperate need.
No community can afford to regard with indifference a strike in any other community,
for the nation's industry is so closely knit together that what effects any part of it affects
the whole.

*

*

*

.E FFECT OF INTERRUPTION OF PRODUC-

tion on the defense program has tended to focus
attention just now on the whole strike _problem.
But that problem. did not originate during the
past few months. Its roots go much deeper. ,ve
are now forced to deal with conditions which
have been growing and increasing in gravity
for years. Negligently and timorously we have
refused to face those conditions and deal with
them as they must be dealt with if we are
not to lapse into a state of anarchy. Without
restraint we have permitted certain men to interfere by violence with the lawful conduct of
others. We have closed our eyes to acts of mob
violence when committed in the name of labor at
the instigation of so-called labor leaders who are
in fact labor's worst enemies. We have sown
the wind, and we are reaping the whirlwind.

* *

*
WE HAVE TEMPORIZED
WITH THIS SUBject for years, and we are temporizing with it
now. We have a labor department, a · national
labor board, and of late other boards, commissions and conciliators, a mass of complicated
machinery with poorly defined powers· and
without consistent and intelligible policy. In a
major emergency which demands prompt and
decisive action there is doubt and hesitation, beginning with a secretary of labor who has to
be prodded into action and running down through
other agencies whose members do not know what
their functions are.

*

*

*

ONE THING OF VITAL IMPORTANCE IS

that whatever the cause of dispute, violence
in a labor dispute, no matter by whom committed, shall be treated on the same basis with
violence in any · other circumstances and shall
be suppressed by means of whatever force is
required to deal with it. That will not solve the
whole problem, but it will be a great help. For
the right adjustme?t of our real labor problems
we need, among other things, a degree o.f firmness, intelligence and impartiality in the labor
department. and on the labor board such as
has not been in evidence for several years.

* *

"THIS WAS ONE OF* THOSE 'DIF·
fel!l!llt' ~ for me. I did maJtetig with my brother and his 1amB,rmld
1llii -aree1;1Dga ot old friends and, yet
Hnd here did not give me as oppor·
1:lllllty to feel too lonesome. The Center
was closed Christmas day and here at
tllf school the p!JP.!lf. were left In the care
of "Turkish teacllen 4-..-Jmm of COUI'le
the day wai only the S't'h' day of Decem·
bei. Classes were held here at Solltarl.
until the 27th of December when they
were dfsmlued for two weeks for the
New Year's holiday and the 'Kurban
Ba,rami.' The Center was closed January 1, 2 and 3 and for the 'Kurban Bay·
rain!' days-the 8, 9, and 10th of Januaq. I spent Christmas eve at the Ed·
wards' home where there Wf1?e sixteen
guests for ~ei;. ~ o1 course
Ph6ebe Clary wJio. JMiJ llle.re. Before
dl~er we drank to the kini and sang
'God Save the King' with due solemnity.
In jleference to the four Amerlcan.s present the other guests joined In singing the
'Star Spangled Banner.' After dinner Mr.
Edwards read the Christmas Story and
we sang several carols. Four members
of the group gave In an excellent manner the new scene from the play 'Victoria Regina.' W1th stories and conversation the evening passed very quickly
and we all wished each other a Merry
Christmas before parting after mid-night
t stayed at the Edwar.ds over night and
In the morning joined the family In a
eouple of carols before the lighted Christ·
pi.as tree. After the presents were dJs.
lr!buted to the others, the servants were

SOME OF THE IMPRESSIONS MADE is started from California to Kansas City,

on one's mind in childhood remain sharp but while it is on .the way it ·is learned
and· clear throughout a lifetime, while that .Kansas City has plenty of grape
those made more recently, and often in fruit, while Cincinnati has none. En route
relation to much more the car 'is switched to Cincinnati. Thus
Important subjects, may everybody is supplied and the market is
l e a v a no perceptible stabilized.
trace. I read a child's
* * *
story about the journey
THAT SYSTEM OF DISTRIBUTION,
of an English family however, has another side, and New
through
Montenegro, York retailers came in contact with that
that 0 land •of the Black other side last week. The first ·c ar of the \
mountains" which has season of Louisiana strawberries was on
since become. a part of its way to New York, and dealers had
Yugoslavia. The story, confidently promised their customers
written for children, told some of those berr~es within ·a few days.
particularly of the ad· But the berries didn't arrive. While ·on the
ventures and impressions way they had been switched to some oth·
of the children of the er city where the price was better. The
Davies
family while traveling New Yo~kers had to wait.
through a wild foreign land and among a
wild people. Through all these years _
* * *
MRS. J. J. FERGUSON WOULD LIKE
:whenever I have seen the name Montenegro, I have had a mental picture before to find an old hymn containing -the words!
me of a land of towering mountains and - "In the land where we never grow old.''.
deep . valleys, of all men and kindly wom- SI1:e remembers hearing it sung often
en, where fighting seemed to be the nor- about 1883 or 1884, but can remember
mal occupation of the men, each of whom only· the words quoted. The hymn is· unoarried at all times a long rifle, but where known to me. Can any reader help?
the peaceful stranger was given hospi* * *
tality without limit. And in the light of
THERE HAS BEEN A LOT OF SPEC-1
what .I have read since, that impression ulation over the identity of those birds
1eems to be fairly correct.
which soared over and around Grand
Forks for ,s everal hours ·one day last
*
SOMEONE WONDERED THE OTHER week. They _have been variously describday what would be the opinion of the ed as owls, hawks, gulls, and even eagles.
~ople two thousand years hence of the There must have been ·s everal . score, if
. civilization of today when, after remov- not several hundred of those birds. It is
ing the earth and ashes which the cen- true that eagles migrate, but I neve
turies had accumulated over the ruins of heard of them going in great flocks like
aome of our finest cities, the excavators that. I think eagles may safely be checkdiscovered the caverns, deep underground ed off the list.
:which are now being used as air raid
* * *
shelters. What ~trange people would be
IT
SEEMS
TO ME THAT THE
aupposed to have inhabited those holes in
choice
lies
between
hawks and .gulls, ·with
the ground, and what could have been
the
pref
ere
nee
for
gulls. In the prairie
their use? Nobody could be positive about
country,
while
gulls
are
often seen singly,l
the answer, but Fred Gustafsson hazardthey
often
appear
in
flocks
from dozens
ed a guess. "Perhaps," he said, "They will
to
thousands.
Late
in
the
season
they may
think those holes were where the people
be
so
numerous
in
some
localities,
that a
went to make their beer during prohibi:
distance,
when
the
light
strikes
their
tlon.',.
plumage just right, it appears as if hun*
R A P I D TRANSPORTATION OF dreds of acres were covered with snow.
fres~ fruit in this country has . been Each season there are some flocks of
brought to a high degree of efficiency. gulls along the Red river near the city.
* * *
That is why at any time of the year
GULLS AND TERNS ARE -SO .NEARevery city, and almost every village is
aupplied with fcu·t~ and vegetables, kept iy alike in appearance and habit that only
in perfect condition, and delivered within those versed in bird lore can be , certain
a few days after they are gathered. Dis- which is which. Several species of each
tribution also has become amazingly per- frequent the prairies, but it is my underfected .. A car of grape fruit, for example, standing that the one most numerous on
the plains is the Franklin gull. Some of
those birds spend their winters as far
south as Patagonia.
I

.

* *

•

*

WITH TURKEY SUSPENDING THE
building of roads and other public im•
prove;nents to concentrate on war preparation,;;, the man on the street declares
with pride, "We are ready for whatever
comes." In visiting the
ancient city of myrna
one may have to help
the horse pull the buggy
up the hill. In a few
hours from Instanbul
one may follow the
.fotsteps of St. Paul, or
eat lunch in the marble
seat of honor in what
was one a magnificent
banquet hall. Such are
some of the experiences
described by Miss Eliza.
beth Burnham in the
Davies
following excerpts from
a letter written two months ago:

*

*

*

"TO MAKE GOOD USE OF MY
week's holiday and to see more of Tur·
key I joined Miss Katherine Fletcher, a
teacher here at Scutari and Miss Edith
Fosdick, a teacher at the American College for Girls and Harry Emmerson Fosdick's sister, on a trip to Smyrna, or
Izmir (the Turkish name). We left Istan·
bul on a very comfortable Turkish boat,
crossed the Sea of Marmara through the
historic Dardenelles, out into the Aegean
sea, down the coast of Turkey, sighting
many Grecian islan9s anli on to Smyrna
in 30 hours. It w ~ t i f u l trip, calm
seas and no dangers from other sources.
It ls a regular passenger and freight
route even in these days and there is no
danger. Smyrna is a very beautiful city
built around the bay and up Pagos hill,
from where you get a wonderful view of
the city. The old Roman and Bysantine
fortifications on the hill top date back to
250 B. C. Here as in many places modern
Turkey has taken steps to preserve and
make available things of historic interest. Wonderful roads were being built
around Smyrna, but all this kind of work
had to be stopped and all men and mon,ey
used for the preparedness program.
When Turkey wants so much to go on
· building roads, schools, factories and
every kind of thing for the developme~t
of the country, it is indeed sad that 1t
must all stop. Yet with what pride a
Turkish man..laid to us as he watched the
.soldiers getting on the train "We are
ready now for what ever comes". They
have confidence in their leaders, who
have accomplished much in a short time.

*

*

*

"WE
llsh pension where Miss Williamson .the
owner told us about the great Smyrna
fire and many tales of early days for she
has lived practically all of her 60 years
in Turkey. Lawrence of Arabia was once
a patient in her "Nursing Home". One
meets interesting people every where
you turn out here. We saw Smyrna by
boat auto and horse and buggy. Employing the latter one a.fternoon, Miss Fosdick
and I helped pull with the horses :in the
way up a winding cobble stone hill and
put on the brakes all the way down, but
the level stretches and the view from the
hill top was grand.

*

*

"WE SPENT* ONE DAY OUT AT THE
Turkish village of Sart and th~ nearby
ruins of the ancient city of Sar~1s where
Paul established one of his seven
churches. The Temple to Artemis wa~ e:'·
cavated a few years back and while it 1s
in ruins what magnificent ruins they are
- tall fluted marble columns with beaut!-

fully carved capitals and delicately traced
designs, on cornices and walls. A small
early Christian church, thought after
Paul's day, also in ruins, was standing in
the shadow of the huge temple. While
we were resting on the marble steps we
heard the sweet notes of the flute played
by a shepherd watching his sheep across
the hills.

* *

*

"MISS OLIVE GREEN, ONE OF THE
teachers at the American school in Smyrna telegraphed
the C&mplings, friends
of hers at. Soke to find out about the
roads to Ephesus and Priene. They not
only answered that the roads were passable but invited us to stay with them
while we went exploring. Mr. and Mrs.
Campling are delightful English people
and it was worth the half day's trip on
the train to meet them and to enjoy the
hospitality of their attractive home. Mr.
Campling has charge of a licorice factory which is another interesting story.
We were with them two nights, going
out the first day by auto to Priene, an
ancient !onion town of 4,000 population
built about 220 B. C. As excavated in
the last century it gives us a perfect
example of a town with its theater, gymnalwn, acropolis, council chamber, and
temples to Athena M,d~r. You can
see the plan of its houses with bath·
rooms, running water and some of the
colored mosaic floors. Growing around
the old ruins there were myraids of
crimson, purple, and delicately colored
anemones (lilies of the field). We ate the
lunch Mrs. Campling had packed for us
in the carved marble seats of honor in
the great banquet hall.

"°

* * *

. "THE' SECOND DAY WE DROVE
over the mountains to Ephesus and what
a gorgeous trip it was with glimpses of
the blue Aegean sea first from the moun·
tain tops and then we followed the shore
line w·here the water
turned to tur·
quoise along the rocky cliffs. We stood
in the old Ephesus open air theater with
the tiers of seats climbing up the hillside
and thought of the words that were
echoed there for two hours in Paul's
time by the gold and silver smiths and
their followers, "Great is Diana of the
Ephesians." (Acts: 19). We looked down
into the huge hole now filled with water
and saw just a few stones from the
ancient temple to Diana which was one o1
the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World.
Wouldn't the people of that time h~e
marveled if they had seen our Ford gomg
down their marble paved highway .to the
sea! We spent several hours lookmg at
plefJ, gynma.
sium and other buildings of ancient Ephesus · then there were the Roman and
By;antine additions and finally the ruins
of one of the early Moslem Mosques, on
the edge of the Turkish village of today.

was

*

*

*

"IT WAS A DELIGHTFUL AND
most interesting week, with more hori·
zons opening up all along the way. We
made the return trip by train to Banderma and then by boat again across the
end of the Marmara. Across Anatolia we
passed through endless groves of :(ig and
olive trees, fields where cotton, tobacco,
barley and other grains had been harvested. Occasionally there was a camel
train and everywhere there were flocks
of sheep being watched over by a shepherd in his heayy white hooded mantle
and always there was one or more savage
looking dogs. I would not care to meet
one of those dogs! In the vill~ges t~e
children go skipping along m their
wooden shoes; or rubbers over bed-room
slippers are quite generally worn. Men
and women frequently have their heads
tied up with scarfs. A cap perched on. the
top of the swaddled head of a man 1s a
· tj 11 yet rather common.

TWO OR THREE WEEKS AGO IT withstand frost. I have known them when

1eemed likely that this would be about fully developed and in blossom to freeze

"average" spring, as to the time tor
ork under
'.17ay. That prospect has
jigappeared, Even where
fields are not tl,ooded
drizzling raiJ.1 hu kept
the surface soil saturated, and some days of
drying weathet" will be
required to put the soil
in shape for work even
In the most favored lodations. In the Red river valley hundreds of
t)lousands of acres are
•nder water, and no one
'8D tell how long it may
Davlet
~ before that land is fit
for cultivation.

8J1

setting the season's outdoo

.

*

*

*

solid without wi,lting. However, I should
prefer not to have them freeze very hard,
as repeated freezing and thawing often
browns and shrivels the tips of the leaves
and seems to stunt the blossoms.

*

*

*

*

*

*

IN SEVERAL YEARS SEEDING IN
the Red river vaU9 has been well under
way in March, but for this area the average time for seeding to begin seems to j
be about April 10 to 15. When spring is
too far advanced by really hot weather
there is almost certain to be a reaction to
unseasonable cold, and vegetation prematurely stimulated is almost certain to be
injured. For that reason I am well satisfied when buds on trees and flowering
shrubs do not begin to swell too early.

TO MANY OF US, HONEY IS JUST
any
thought to the subject know that the flavor of honey depends on the kind of blossoms from which it ls collected. Thus we
know of clover, basswood, buckwheat and
a few other kinds of honey collected from
blossoms in our own vicinity. But untn
reading a recently published article on
the subject I had no idea how many
kinds of honey there are, or that so many
kinds are kept free from admixture and
are marketed separately on a commercial scale. One New York dealer, for example, stocks regularly some 90 different
types of domestic and imported honeys.

'.ABSEN~..OF SUNSHINE HAS DE· honey. Thoi,e who have given

layed the · ~ of vesetation, but a
will work a ~ked
change in the appearance of thlnaa. ~
Ills and meadowlarks have been with 'US
for some little time, and the northward
:llights of geese and ducks are under
way. It is several weeks since Mrs. Powell of Devils Lake reported that her tu)IPs were up. Mine have been up about a
eouple of weeks, and I can see from my
11orth window that those of my neighbor
are showing.

~w warm days

*

*

*

WHILE THE WEATHER REMAINED
eold the tulips showed merely as little
J!.urple spikes barely above the ground,
and showed scarcely any growth. But
~th a few days of warm sunshine they
1-ave made real progress and the little
apikes have unfolded and are showing
now as broad green leaves. I have com!Jlented often on the ability of tulips to

* *

* SPECIAL
AMONG CALIFORNIA'S
ties are cactus and avocado honey, both
very rare because the bees find such blossoms perhaps only once In two or three
years. Formerly we imported a fine acacia
honey from Hungary, but that is not now
available. It is replaced to some extent ,
by a domestic black locust honey which
is said to be similar. Holly and rattan
honey come .:trom Arkansas. Goldenrod
yields a dark honey which has a flavor '
suggestive of figs. I wonder if that can
be used safely by persons who begin to
sneeze when the goldenrod blooms.

*

*

*

*

*

*

FROM AUSTRALIA COMES, A FAM·
ous e~p-flavored honey.· Small sup.
plies of French lavender and Grecian wild
honey are still on the market, but it ls
not likely that these can be replaced for
some time. The Greeks are busy fighting
and the French are wondering what to do
next. Considerable quant;lties of heather
honey have been received from England
and Scotland, but no more is arriving
now.

LATIN AMERICA SENDS US MANY
kinds of honey. Among them is a variety
that comes from a shrUb which grows
only in the mountainous districts of Cuba.
For the collection of this honey hives are
set away up in the mountains where the
bees will have access to thousands of such
plants and will not be distracted by the
presence of others. In Guatamala a special honey is derived from the coffee
berry. having a llcorice-llke flavor. Those
fancy specialties are sold in small pack·
ages and command fancy prices. An order
of pancakes liberally smeared with any
of them would make a costl breakfast.

ADOLF HITLER MUST BE JUST' ABOUT

the most disappointed man in Europe. Attaining a position of supreme power in Germany,
wishing to be at peace with all the world in
order that he might devote him.self to the reconstruction of his
country, and he has seen one
after another of his cherished
plans thwarted by hateful Jews
,and perfidious Englishmen, until he is at war instead of at
· peace, and Germany is a great
armed camp, with dest;ruction
rained upon its cities from the
skies, and its men have been
drawn from the activities of
peace to the defense of the nation against those who would
Davies
destroy it.

*

*

*

TWO YEARS AGO THE THREATENING

attitude of the Czechoslovakians made it necessary for Hi tier to take over their country in
order that Germany might remain intact. Six
months later Poland, prompted by Britain and
stimulated by Jewish conspirators, threatened
the peace and integrity of Germany and it became necessary to destroy Poland. Britain then
threw off the mask and declared .war on Germany. Because Norway and Denmark were
about to be invaded by Britain, Hitler found it
necessary to invade them first, and
si~ilar
reasons he was compelled to invade Holland
and Belgium.

for

·*

*

*

DURING THE PAST YEAR THE MENAC·

ing attitude of Rumania, Hungary arid Bulgaria
forced Hitler to take over those countries, a
process to which th~y submitt~d under threat
of being annihilated. Yugoslavia had the presumption to reject Hitler's reasonable demand
that their country be attached to the tail of
his kite, and again war became necessary against
that country and Greece, which had be·e n so unco-operative as to smite Hitler's ltalian p.lly,
hip and t~igh ~nstead of submittin~ peacefully
to armed mvas10n. Was there ever in this ·history of men and of nations such a catalogue of
frustrated purposes? And the mischief of it is
· that a lot of people think that this is all Hitler's own doing.
I

THREE

* * *
MILITARY. UNITS

FROM GRAND

Forks will go to camp for training. The members of those units have been given expressions
of good will, not only from their immediate relatives, but from the entire . community. There
have been expressions of confidence that dur-

ing their absence they will acquit themselves in
such a manner as to reflect credit on their home
town, and there need be no doubt that such confidence is well placed.

*

*

IN THEIR DEVOTION

*

TO

THE DUTIES

which they will be called on to perform these
young men have certain responsibilities to the
community which they leave for a time, and. to
which they will be welcomed back when this
phase of their service is over. It is well to
remember, too, that the community has certain responsibilities to them. These men are
not off on a holiday jaunt. They are engaged
in serious business. The training which is to
be given -them is intended to fit them for effective service in war, if, unfortunately, it should
be the fate of the nation to engage in war. They
are to be armed, equipped and trained in such a
manner that they may most effectively participate in the defense of the nation against armed
enemies, and that such service may be performed with the minimum of risk to themselves.

*

*

*

THE NATION OWES TO ITS DEFENDERS

I

the best that can be given them of whatever
may be needed to fit them for whatever service
they may be called on to perform, and of whatever can contribute to their safety and wellbeing. In this responsibility every community
·shares. We owe · to our men in camp the kind
of service and ~uppo!t that can come · only from ·
abiding fa~th ih the nation and its ·institutions,
in undivided loyalty, and in willingness to subordinate selfish interest to the common welfare
Specifically, we owe to them an attitude which '~
will neither promote nor tolerate sniping at the
defense program, for it is on the speedy and
uninterrupted progress of the program tha
their efficiency and their security rest. These
young men of ours have a · right to expect that
we who remain at home shall carry on.

*

*

*

DURING THE LEGISLATIVE SESSION AT

Bismarck one member objected to the bill then
pending for .putting teeth in the gas tax exemption law on the ground that it was a reflection
on the honesty of the farmers. The purpose of
the law is to exempt from taxation gasoline
which is used on the farms and not on the
highways. The farmer whq complies with the
.law in good faith, as most farmers do has
'
nothmg to fear from provisions which will make
the law more difficult to evade. To oppose
strengthening of the law lays the opponent open
to the suspicion that he wishes to evade it.
And there are those in any occupation who will .
evade any law if they can do so safely and if
they consider it worth while.

..

an

THE KIND OF WEATHER WE They then bought
expensive automohave been having lately reminds me of bile apiece, . drove to · Florida and back,
little Charlie, age two, who started to throwing money Fight and left both ways,
cry one day about nothing in particular, giving waiters 10-dollar tips and making
and made a poor job of it. He shed no presents of expensive jewelry to girls
tears, and instead of the whom they picked up here and ther~.
lusty bellow of a youngs'." After their return the brother of one of
ter in real trouble, he · the boys, going through his brother's
produced merely a dis- pockets for loose change, found $3,200 in
mal wail. His brother, money and a diamond bracelet, which he
age six, wearying of the appropriated. His incautious display of
monotonous sound, burst wealth led to questions and Ultimately
out impatiently: "Aw, to the arrest of the two major thieves.~
Charlie! -W hy can't you It's a perfectly incredible story, such as
cry right?" I have been would have been ridiculed as impossible
wishing that if it must if it had appeared in a work of fiction.
rain, it would "rain Anyone would have said it couldn't be
right" and get it over, done. But the facts are on record in a
so that we could have New York court. Throwing some light
some r e g u I a r spring on the incident, perhaps, ls the fact that
weather. Most of the one of the lads had recently been an in·
erimes, we are told, are committed by mate of an institution for the mentally
young men or boys. Occasionally one is defective. Surely no perfectly normal
committed by a young woman or a girl, person would have pulled such a stunt
but that is beside the subject. Anyway, and got away with it for so long.
the man who was arrested the other day
*
in New York for stealing a 300-pound
DISCUSSING THE · POSSfflILITIES
paper-cutting machine wasn't a young involved in a meeting between Joe Louis
man or a boy, but a man 97 yea_rs old, and Billy Conn, Grantland Rice, eminent
and a Grand Army veteran, at that.
sports writer, suggests that if Conn p·er·
* * *
sists in coming up fighting "this will
STEPHEN DUTTON IS ms NAME, mean stepping into the middle of the
and whether or not .he stole that particu- champion's two main weapons-a left and
Jar piece of machinery, which he denies, a right fist." My knowledge of pugilism
he has served several prison sentences could be packed into a thimble, with room
for frauds in amounts running into six to spare, but I s~pposed they did all their
figures. In one case he got .$156,000 from fighting with their right . and left fists
one woman. In another he tried the same Of course . I have read that in one styl
trick on Hetty Green. If it had worked of fighting in France they use their fe~t
it would have netted him $600,000. But the Anyway, Louis seems to have kept thing
widow Green refused the bait and kept g'oing with his "main" battery withou .
her cash.
drawing on his reserves.

* *

* * *

*

to join the army. He says he "fit" in the
first battle of Bull Run. "Twas me," he
said, carried the message from Gettysburg to Washington. I left the field at
3:30 o'clock that afternoon and rode
four horses plumb from under me until
I got to Washington around 9 o'clock or
9 :15. I delivered the news right to the
president. He was pleased to death. He
tuk me right into the White House
kitchen and he sat there and talked with
me all about the battle."
ONE

OF

*

THE

*

*

MOST

*

first snowdrops in bloom of which I hav
heard this season. G. . W. Crossman has
scilla in bloom. Some of my early tulips
are well budded, but it -takes quite a lot
of growing weather to bring them along
from the budding stage. to full bloom. A
day or two of warmth and sunshine following the showers wrought a perceptIble change in the appearance of trees
and shrubs. Buds are swelling visibly,
and we might have had a green Easter if \
the great festival had been a little l~ter.
I
~

AMAZING

theft stories is of two New York youths
who started out collecting empty bottles
to get movie money, stole a safe from an
unoccupied building, took $33,000 from
the safe after ~hey had broken it open.

*

MRS. J. M. GILLETTE REPORTS T

DUTTON RAN AWAY FROM HOME

I

* * •

''THE RED LAKES ARE ON INDIA
land, and the Indian agent at Red Lake,
Minnesota, has charge of the dam. I was
always Interested In this dam, on account
the water IQpply wu for t11e Great North·
~ w q , Grand Forks and East Grand
the water In the Red

you can
by

Uldll.lL
Lake riY.

-.
I

..

f;HERE WE'LL NEVER GROW OLD.
ve heard o.t an land on a far away
ftrand,

'2'ia a beautlflllt1Mi'ii1frot the

IOIII:

Btljlt by Jesus on high,
.I._
llhall die,
IP1a a land w

;rHE SECOND CO

M T. C

Michael, publisher of the Dunseith Jour ,
n,(I, who wr1t.ea that - . . Jl1chael ~
ed the hymn, ~ 1111, and found It

-a

In an olcl
bClbk called ''Holley Ou&
of the Rode," Jllllil!lbed by Mayer &
thers o.t Ch!CSIIO 1111" 181H. 'Ibe a
1IIF8 la not given. Thia venlon reada:

• *GROW
* OLD"
:'IT WILL NEVER

1

have you not heard of that country
above,

prepare;

ltt bright juper walls how I long to

be,

hold.
lnd join In the IIOq that wD1 never
,,row Old.

:ni&Y ten me !ta 1rlenc!shlps and love are
80

pure;

Its joys never Ole, and its treuures
an nre:
~
~~
alil
:Will greet ua again when we'll never

J'r4
lll'OW

.......

old,

I'll life's weary conflicts, there'• fain~

and oare,
~ch year the ,ray . . . . . a ahade I)!
the hair·
But In the bleat book where my name Is
enrolled,
1 read of that land where we'll never
lll'OWO)d.

Chorus:
'Twill alwaya be new, It will never decay·
No llfpt ever comea, It wfil a!W&YB '
day;
It Claddena my heart with a joy that's un
told.
To think of that land where we'll ne¥
a:row old.

*

•

*

lN REFERENCE TO WATER CONDI·

t!ola In the Red Lake river and Red Lake
ltaelt J, H. Griffin writes:
•trhere la a dam at the mouth of the
river, and the cities should get
bu9)' Immediately and find out just what
co,.iition this dam la In so that It could
be made to hold back enough water to
fill the dam up to the top. Some years
1110, I got Senator Frazier to elve the
mtloned dam
not

Re0 Lake

i

WHILE ALL OF THE RED RIVER
floods of the past thre-quarters of century have often been described, very
new period of high water prompts miniscences of former floods, and comp rison
of one flood with ~mother
becomes a favorite species of entertainment.
Though the distinction
of being the highest on
record has often been
claimed for the .flood of
1882, and occasionally
for a flood which occurred sometimes in the sixties, there are no reliable
data on which such
c:an be based.
On the basis of offieial records the flood of
1~ was the greatest
Davi.es
Red river flood of which any persons now
living have knowledge. Fortunately there
is indisputable record of the highest of
th~t flood, which, at its crest, reached
the height of 47 feet 6 inches above the
zero mark established by the war department. Because of abnormally low water
in later years the zero mark has since
been lowered about 2 feet 6 inches, so
that the flood of 1897 was 50 feet above
the present low-water mark.

*

*

*

MEASUREMENT OF A FLOOD IN
feet and inches means little to one unless
he can apply the measurements to familiar surrounding objects. And some objects with which one is familiar may
have their position changed, by natural
sliding and settling of banks, or sometimes by the work of man. In half a
century trees and small buildings on the
lower banks have moved downward and
to~ard the river. On the other hand, the
level of lower DeMers avenue had been
graded some feet above what it was in
1897.

* * *

would have covered the entire · site of
Grand Forks with water. There would
not have been a dry spot on the University campus, the cemetery or the fair f
grounds. Of course such a rise would
scarcely be thinkable because of the
quantity of water required to produce it.
After the flood gets out of the steep and
narrow river bed proper and begins to
extend over relatively level ground, each
additional inch of rise calls for many
times the water required for the preceding inch.

*

*

*

IN THE PRESENT FRESHET THE
water at Grand Forks rose for a time at
the rate of about one inch an hour. In
the 1897 flood, shortly before it reached
its crest, the rise was at the rate of 6
inches per hour. If the Red river had
flowed south instead of north the flood
would not have been as great, but with
the river flowing, as has sometimes been
said, "contrary to nature," the breakup
began at the headwaters and the flow
was continually blocked by masses of ice
and snow in the main channel.
\

* *

MANY FARM LANDS *
IN THE VICIN·
ity have been flooded in this and other
years, not because of backing up from the
river, or from great excess of snow on
the ground, but because of the rapid
thawing of the snow which was spread
rather evenly all over the surface. Ditches
and other water courses being clogged
with snow and ice, could not carry off
the water as fast as the snow melted.

*

*

* THING FOR A
IT ISN'T A USUAL
great rubber company to be engaged in
the distribution of flower seeds, but that
is being done this year. Through its agen·
cies all over the country the Firestone
company is making free distribution of a
new hybrid marigold, Burpee's latest development, which has been named in honor of Mrs. Harvey S. Firestone, wife of
the great rubber magnate who died only
a year or two ago. The name was given
to this flower because of Mrs. Firestone's
interest in flowers and of the contributions which she had made to their development.

THE NEW DE M:E:RS AVENUE
bridge is a little higher, I believe, than
the old one, but I do not remember that
that the railroad bridges have been raised
and in 1897 the water was so near thos~
bridges that floating chunks of ice would
1
touch them, and guards were kept to prevent gorges of ice from forming against
them. The level of Third street has not
* * *
MILTON WICK, A TRAVELING REPbeen changed, and in the flood of that
year the pavement gutters on Third resentative of the Firestone company in I I
street at DeMers avenue were partly this territory, has told me something
about the funeral of Harvey Firestone
filled with flood water.
which I had not heard. Mr. Firestone was
*f
A RISE OF*ONLY Al3PUT
A FOOT completely absorbed in the work of his
above the actual .flood lerel of that year great plant, and striking evidence of that
interest marked his funeral. He le!t instructions that, no matter where his
death might occur, his body was to be
taken to the plant at Akron, routed
through the plant, as so many tons of
material had been, and from the loading
platform be transferred to the car which
was to carry it to his last resting place.
These instructions were carried out to
the letter, the manufacturer's five sons
serving as pallbearers.

*

the cen
weet
ed to dry weather,
lack of rain has been disastrous.
drj>Uth is no new thing,
eftller here or
1n the nort
o~
items salvaged by J. V· ·
&kelbach from a collection of old papers accu•
;mulated years a10 by hla
pmny in St. Paul is an
ancient clipping :tzom. the

hell,
, ltfcking bravely in the

glaring face of death,

Saved three hundred human beings from
the all·destroylng breath.

Pittsburgh D
p)rding droutha
ced by the

lllylnOuth
heir New England
eessors for some 250
years. The record as giv·
JD by the Dispatch runs as follows:

stricl:ly gritty plan.

*

*

RETURNING FROM
he spent a p]8Uant
fith blrlap :nen of two
Grand
IN THE SUMMER OF 1621, 24 DAYS F
young men, Alex Budge and Phil
In succeSBion without rain.
'Jlado Is one of tllW
tmportIn the summer of 1630, Cl
t figures 1n business clrcles in Hawaii.
cession without rain.
In the summer of 1657, 75 lays in sue- His activities extend to transportation
lines, sugar and fruit plantations, and
~
without rain.
summer of 1662, 80 days in suc- many other important business en
prises on the islands.
eession without rain.
•
Phil Hayes
In the summer of 1674, 45 day1 in sucHa
eession without rain.
In the summer of 1680, 31 days in allt>
eesslaa without rain.
In the summer of 1694, 62 days
cession without rain.
In the swmner
cession without r
gara,
summer of 1715, 45 days in sue· Runyan 18
cession without rain.
Mrs. L. E. Baker,
In the summer of 1728, 61 days in sue, and published tB
eession without rain.
In the summer of l?alJ.. 92 days in succession without rain.
In-the summer of 1741, 72 days in suceeSBion without rain.
In the summer of 1N, 108 days in succession without rain.
In the summer of 1755, 42 days in suceession without rain.
In the summer of 1762, 123 days in suceesslon wi
·
~ the s
- . 'J7
-Ion without ral
In the summer
days. in 1uccesslon without rain.
In the summer of 1802, 23 days in
cession without rain.
In the summes,;,
28 d a ~ ~
eession without rain.
In the summer..r 1856, 24
¥1 SUC·
11ession without rain.
the summer of 1871, 42 days in sue·
on without rain.

* * *

* *

*

IN THE SAME COLLECTION OF PAP·

•

m
of Jim Root,
1'il oad en
eer
who, at the risk of his own life, saved the
Jives of some three hundred persons who,
Jiad it not been for his bravery, would
have been burned to death in tbie great
fire at Hinckley, M ~ any years
ago. The story, t o ~•
d form in a
St. Paul paper by l"iinklyn W
S
too long for reproduction ~
'
clOIJng stanzas may be quoted. They

*

*

*

:AND HE SAVED A TRAIN OF PEOPLE,
ji.a-t for dutf's ~
H ' e B : ~ 41JOtlifld gritty, till they
reached the little lake,
Till the hundreds went in safety from the
charred, ill·fated train,
'.And he never gave a whimper in his
agony of pain,
Never murmured-no, not even when his
awtul__.. was o'er
And he sank, all burned and nerveless,
on the blackened, bUl'llina floor.

1l'hey will tell you of the heroes who left
no good deed undone;
l'hey will say that all the honor should
not go to merely one;
But whatever men ,gampllsh for the
grateful onee-to tel.I,
When in future years they speak of all

I Sli:£ BY. THE PAP!:R THAT THE
billygoat has been removed .from the
tower of the Great Northern station at
:Fargo and a clock has taken its place,
~bus restoring a feature
to which Fargo residents
had been accustomed for
years. The ch&ngllJ was
made at the instance of
tb,e Fargo Chamber of
Commerce,
to activtty by
citizens who m
f
ar clock. The goat
oms the station
tower at Grand Forks,
and the peoJl1f,
1tinctively looking in th
direction as they pass,
Da'flea
Instead of .finding out
what time 1t is, are confronted by the unresponsive countenance of a goat. I suggest as a major activity for the unified
Civtc and Commerce association the
abolition of the aoat ""4
~1Dat-11t;
tfOD et a cloele.

*

*

*

NEW PARKING RULES ARE NOW
tn force in Grand Forks. No parking rules
ere perfect, but there must be regulations of some sort if the streets are to be
available for those for whose use they
are intended. The s
~ lllah
intended to facili
are not inte~
chandise,.
~ they lntendec! a a sul,;
stltute for the old-time livery stable,
where horses and carriages were housed
, hen not Ut use.

*

* PARKING
HOWEVER EXCEUJINT
regulations may be, their value depends
directly on tb,e manner of their enforce;ment. And, to be effective, · enforcement
:must be regular, constant and impartial.
A spurt of enforcement at the beginning
of the season serves no good purpose u~
less it is followed by vigilance, week by
:week and da7 by day. The parking ordinance ought to be enforced courteously
and with proper regard for out-of-town
itors who may not be familiar with its
provisions, but if it is to be of any value
it must be enforced with firmness, and
without a break from beginning to end
of the season.
•

*

*

*

*

*

A RADIO BROADCASTER REMARK•
ed the other day that Molotov of Russia
and Matsuoko of Japan were patting each
other on the back over the completion of
the Russo-Japanese agreement. And one
ha
·
~_gentlemen
s
g
i
gger up his
sleeve, ready to be plunged into the other fellow whenever a suitable occasion
arose.

THE ONLY CASE OF WHICH I EVER
heard fn which a man gave a bond to be
married is one which dates ~ to tlie
time when the city of St. Paul, Minnesota, was a mere trading hamlet on the
Mississippi river. That was about a cen, \U'Y ago. One Henry Jackson, who had
ed a general store in the village, became ustice of the
ace. Before his

n arrived a couple came before
him to be married. Jackson explained
that he had not yet received his commission, therefore he was not legally qualified to marry them. However, he offered ·
to perform the ceremony if the young
man would .furnish a bond to appear and
be married again after the commission
arrived. The groom agreed, the bond was
ancl the ceremony performed.
couple ever cam~
the record
GI\AND FORKS HAD A TEMPERA·
ture of 75 one day Jut week, but last
Monday New YQrk City 1weltered fn a
spring temperature of 84.7 degrees. 'lbe
wann wave seems to have become a lot
warmer as it traveJed eut. Or is the New
York hot spell headed this way?

* *

* OF OLD TIMES IS A
REMINISCENT
pping owned by Mrs. Josephine Hor-!l!COrdlng "'An evening with Longfellow'' which was enjoyed by a company
of Grand Forks people one evening fn
1886. The gathering was held fn the
Plymouth Congregational church, which
was then at
of t')ivislon avenue and
2'0W the site
of
urcb. The
a

Hillll4N:~·

eelections from
were given by mem•
ben of the church. Scenes from "Miles
Standish" were given, Miles Standish being impersonated by W. A. Gordon, John
Alden by J. E. Cllffo~ qd Priscilla by
Miss Woodworth, wb0: 'tater became Mrs,
Gordon. Others participating fn the program were Mrs. Travis Rhodes, Miss
Clara Robinson, Miss Blanche Calender,
M1$8 Anna C. Murphy, Mrs. Colonel E.
SID11:h, Miss Josie Gotzian <Mrs. Horton)
and Miss Marie Teel, and a quartet consisting of Messra Clifford, Teel. G
and Vosburg.
How many of thole do you re

WAR NEWS DURING .THE PAST WEEK at the beginning, and that we should not have
as been anything but s~tisfactory frdm the aided the British in any way, as such aid as we
standpoint of the Allies. In North Africa, ~~ere have given has merely served to prolong the war.
the British carried everything before them agamst .
* * *
.·
,
· the Italians, they are now on the
LINDBERGH REPRESENTS AN ATTITUDE
'defensive, having been compelled which, if it had prevailed throughout history,
to evacuate practically all of the would have left what has become the human race
p·o·sitions in Libya which they groveling in the slime. Willingness to accept as
captured earlier in the campaign. foreordained and inevitable the subjugation of
The single important exception is the human race to the will of one man, and to
Tobruk, which, as this is writ· adjust life to that condition on the best terms
ten, is still held by the British, that can be made, would have made impossible 1
though surrounded by German some of the most glorious passage~ in human
troops. The British, having de- history. It would ,have .prevented the assertion of
pleted their north African forces human rights against the power of despots which
to send men and equipment to l has been responsible·. for whatever measure of
Greece, are making a stand just liberty human beings enjoy today. A Lindbergh
within the Egyptian border, I in 1776 would have urged Washington against
which puts them back just about the hopeless adventure of trying to establish an
where they started many weeks ago.
independent nation· in the fa~e of overwhelmi?g
·
odds. Another Lindbergh would have urged Lm* * *
YUGOSLAVIAN· ORGANIZED RESISTANCE coln to make peace with the southern states and
to Germany's onward march has been shattered. let them go their way in peace. There were black
The Serbs and their neighbors, of whose fight- periods in the Revolutionary war. There were
ing qualities there has never been any doubt, others in the Civil war, but there was also the will
have been unable to maintain their positions to dare, to struggle and to make sacrifices. There
against the onrush· of tanks and. the destruction were Lindberghs in those earlier periods, but,
dropped from the air. German reports that the fortunately, their counsel did not prevail.
entire Yugoslavian army has surrendered may
* * *
be discounted, but there can be no doubt that the
IF ONE REGARDS THE ·SUBJECT ALTO.
army ·has been broken into fragments, and that
gether from the standpoint of dollars, there apif resistance continues at all it must be in the
nature of guerilla warfare. The Greeks, severely pears to be a startling inequity in the fact that
•trained by their brilliant operations against the one man is required to serve in the army for a
Italians, have been compelled to give away · be- year at $21 a month while his neighbor, no more
. fore the fresh mechanized German troops, leav- competent, remains at home and earns $10 a day.
ing the British almost alone to hold their line Of course the mere statement of cash wages does
against an enemy vastly · superior in men and not tell the whole story. To the workman who
remains at home his wages represent his entire
equip~ent.
income. But the soldier, in addition to his cash
wage, is provided food, clothing, shelter, all the
*
IF THE BRITISH ARE FORCED TO EVACU- necessaries of life, and, if he chooses to do so, he
ate Greece, as they were forced to evacuate Bel- can save practically all of his wages. That, howgium, the effect would be disastrous. British mor- ever, does not equalize things in all cases.
ale has stood up· magnificently under repeated
* * *
1hocks, but another Du~kerque, no. matter how
FROM
THE
MONETARY STANDPOINT
.brilliantly executed, would .be a sore trial to the
:British at home. It would also have its effect on the man in the lowest income group is likely to
whatever country Hitler chooses to invade next. be better off in the army than he was at home.
Turkey, Spain, and otlier · countries lying across The man receiving a large salary who goes into
Hitler's projected path, . may feel that it is use- the army as a private, and many of them do, is
likely to have other resources than his salary,
less to oppose the inevitable, and submit.
therefore his military service need entail on him
* *
no real hardship. It is the man in · between these
COLONEL LINDBERGH IS OUT WITH AN- two whose sacrifices is greatest, and no one has
other expression of opinion. He feels that it will yet pointed out a. way whereby all these things
be a tragedy if the British empire collapses, but can be equalized. Perhaps the nearest approach
he thinks, also, that the war was lost to the Bri- to equity is found in the practice of several of
tish before it was begun. That fact, he thinks, the European nations where military service for
•hould have been recognized by the United States
some stated period is required of every man.

* *

*

I HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LE'ITER
from Mrs. M. R. Minschel (Louise Black)
formerly of Grand Forks, written at her
home at Monterey, California, April 14.
When the letter was
written the writer's mother, Mrs. George Black
of this city was up in
tne air somewhere over
the United States, her
daughter didn't know
just where. However
Mrs. Minschel expected
presently to learn of her
mother's safe arrival in
Washington, D. C., to
which city she was fly.
ing to attend a D. A. R.
convention. Meanwhile,
Davies
Louise was holding her
breath. Mrs. Black had decided at the last
moment to attend the convention, and
wfie:g. she made up her mind to go, she
just ,vent.

*

*

*

for their new creatiol)S. Miss Stephenson
and her husband have since left for Guatemala where another series of photographic studies will be made.

1

* *

THERE ARE*MANY FORMER NORTH
Dakota women who are doing creditable
work elsewhere in Commerce, literature
and the arts. There is Kathleen Robert·
son, among others. She is a graduate of
the University of North Dakota, and a
sister of Mrs. Ed O'Keefe, of Hamline 1
street. For several years Miss Robertson
has been a member of the staff of McCall's magazine, conductin~ a feature of
the home-making department, which requires her to travel from place to place
seeking out the latest and most desirable
things that contribute to the comfort of
the home.

*

*

*

ANOTHER MEMBER OF THE McCall staff, not a North Dakota girl, is
Hildegard Fillmore, who ls responsible
for the beauty articles which have become one of the magazine's popular features. She obtained her position in a rather interesting way. She was impressed
by the paucity and stereotyped character
of current magazine articles on personal
attractiveness and kindred subjects. She
could see no reason why such articles
should not have real meat in them. She
wrote to the editor of McCall's outlining
her ideas. He replied that he thought she
had the right idea, and said, in sub·
stance, "Whenever you are ready you
may start in at so much a week." She
started in, and she has been with the
magazine ever since. ·

IN WASHINGTON MRS. BLACK EXpected to meet her son Richard, who was
at that time on his way up the Pacific
from Antarctica, where he had been in
charge of the east base of the Byrd expedition. The men from the east base, as
well as those from little America, are on
their way home after having spent two
summers and a winter on the southern
continent. They left just about as the
southern winter was setting in, and press
dispatches have told of the difficulties en,
countered by those from the east base
in making their way to their ship before
it was frozen in. This is Dick's second
visit to the Antarctic. Mrs. Black expect* * *
HOW DOES A BULB KNOW WHEN
ed that he would drive her to Grand
Forks after completing his business in it's time to start growing? Last fall I
harvested my gladioli, and, as usual, left
Washington. ·
the stalks attached to the bulbs until they
* * *
RECENTLY THE FARGO FORUM had dried out. When they were partly
had an interesting article by Mrs. Glenn cured I stood them, tied in bundles in a
Parson (Ruby Peterson) formerly of the corner of the basement. Instead of sepHerald staff and later with the Forum, arating them, as I should have done in
and now doing newspaper work in New the interest of neatness, I neglected them,
York, the subject of the article being and there they stood on the cold baseMarian Stephenson and her work. Miss ment floor all winter. The other day I sepStephenson, now Mrs. Graham Patmore, arated them, and on trimming them I
both well-known North Dakotans, has laid found that some of the bulbs were nicely
the foundation of an American system of sprouted. 1 don't suppose that the temstyle designing. Disputing the theory that perature of that floor had changed a deAmericans cannot originate styles, she be- gree all winter, but it was spring, and 1
i
gan taking photographs all up and down those bulbs just had to sprout.
the Atlantic states of things familiar in
*
*
*
IF SENATOR NYE'S EXPRESSIONS
American life during various stages of
colonel and later development. Those pho- indicate correctly what his attitude would
tographs have been and are being used by have been we may suppose that he would
American designers of clothing as bases have said to the Yugoslavians "Yours is
a hard case, but you haven't a chance in
the world. Before the might of Germany
you are helpless. Submit to Hitler's terms,
whatever they are. Forget your dream of
independence. Save your lives and your
property. It's better to live as slaves than
to die as free men."
Fortunately there are people in this
world who are not built that way.

'ilands', 'she was so jolly.' One of the
teachers at tea said, 'I felt so huge and
clumsy beside her. I really wanted to pick
her up and hug her.' They all loved to
hear her talk in her beautiful English and
they had her talking Chinese for them
too. If she does gG to Ankara soon I will
aee bef and Dr. Chang again when I go
to
for our sprln1 vacation the
Jut
A~
CHANGlS
the 'Kara·
play. Wat'

back ID the
w_ere twc,:
workmen Karagos and Hagivat w'bo entertained their .fellow workmen by their
amuaina conversations. Finally the Sul·
tab beard them. and as he too found
them entertaining, they, or later the sha·
dow play with figures to represent them.
became quite an institution. Other char·
acters are brought Into thf story but al·
ways in the center there is Karagos with
his common country like talk and rough
wi,.ys and Hagivat the cultured polished
with his high sounding phrases
~ words. One of the girls did a
tue, ~
us as we went along
so we couldand under·
s
on words.
my tint

•

houses are
ey by the
t education. Classes
of every kfnd are given there and all free
''TODAY THE GIRLS HERE AT THE of charge.
school were all excited about the visit to
*
the school of my friend Mrs. Chang. You
"WE HAVE PLENTY OF FOOD
ND1ember I wrote you of enjoying Dr. here, but some articles such as tea, cof·
and Mrs.
ang with their two boys on Iee and chocolate are scai,:e and expen·
the boat
enang and Bombay. sive. Fifteen per cent rye flour has reDr. C ~ JIIIII
to ~ cently been put in the standard loaf of
key and of couiiie
flie bread here making it cheaper. Most of
capital. I had dinner
when he t i bere at the school lik~ the ~
came down to Istanbul three or f
still buy the all white
weeks ago and was most happy to
served in hotels.
him find a .-t place for Mrs. Chang
a little 0£'
who needed a change o! climate for her
as I see them on tile
health. The
l8.l!Jl>c week she arrived
g bundles or hav·
and of courae havea little of
r them. A
her. Sh~ la much lm
uently tucked
ts thinking now of eoing bac
any wrap,
soon. Today
a rather.,,
a most enjoya
g wit
.a wrapplnt for
Chang and some of their comments to ~ bread! A good,
~f the bread gets to
afterwards were: 'How charn:µng she ts, Its destination carried In cases swung on
•so exquisite', 'what delicate, graceful either side of a donkey or horse.

* * *

* *

~ &

'f
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''VIO:terS, JAPONICA, HYAl"'nlJ"l'CI_..
almonds, plum trees, primroses are in
bloom and even a yellow rambler has a
couple of roses on it. Yesterday however
we stepped backward tilfo winter with
snow_ covering the roof tops and a chill
wind that made you hunt woolen clothing. The blossoms are not harmed as yet
and tomorrow we may have our balmy
weather again. The girls tell me the weather here is like a woman, changing very
quickly.

*

*

*

"NOW THAT SPRING IS IN THE AIR
at least at times, out-door coffee gardens
are blossoming out every where. The lit
tie coffee shops hanging over the wa~
edge at the boat landings give one a -go~
geous view of
. On any pretense or~
t one you find
self joining the crowd fbr a cup of the
delicious coffee while you wait for your
boat. U you have the right friend with
you she wlll read the future for you in
your coffee cup. Tbe cup must be turned
upeldf down an4 !t JDust be cool before
she can begin'itO' ll!Jlld.
"Greetings to each and f!!'lerY one 41!
you. And don't worry about me, for there'
are enough big things to worry about in
the world today. My cup never seems to
show dangers and difficulties worthy of
no
"

~NNOUNCE~ENTS

&

TWO those men appeared comprises almost a ·

deaths, that occurred in New ·¥ork one
day last week bring up recollections of
musical comedy as it was known many
years ago. The men who died ·w ere William Danforth and Pacle
Ripple, both Gilbert and
Sullivan veterans and
·both having sung leading
parts in other musical
comedies for many years ·
·popular on the·American
atage.
·
Danforth•s fa mi 1 y
name was Daniels, and
under that name he won
great success. His first
stage appearance was at
the age of 11 when he
appe8:red as Dick DeadDavies
eye .in "Pinafore." It was
a juvenile performance, but the boy made
it a hit which started him on a stage
career instead of the practice of law for
' which his parents had intended him. He
sang in all the principal Gilbert and Sullivan productions, at different times took
most of the leading parts in "Pinafore,"
and in his callow days he even appeared
as Little Buttercup.

* * *

WHEN HE WAS 30 YEARS OLD, AND
a conspicuous success, he joined the com.. pany of Frank Daniels, and, not wishing
to be confused with his empolyer, to
whom he was not related, he changed his
name to Danforth. He was with Daniels.
·1or eight years, and with De Wolfe Hop-·
· per for about the same length of time.

*

*

*'

complete list of productions which were
most popular on the American stage a
generation or more ago. I have no recollection of either man, but I have no
doubt that both .appeared in Grand Forks,
probably several times. This would be
true especially of Danforth, who sang
leads in "Robin Hood" with Barnaby and
Hopper, "Wang," "Idol's Eye," "The
Yankee · Consul," ''Floradora," and "Blue
Beard," to mention only a few of the
pperas in which he appeared. He is said
to have sung the title role in "The Mikado" more times than anyone else in the
world.

* *

*

*

*

ALL OF THE OPERAS MENTIONED
were given in Grand Forks with the ·original casts and settings. Those were
staged in the Metropolitan, and they constituted but a part of the entertainment
that was given Grand Forks people.
There were, too, straight comedy, tragedy
and melodrama, with the theater opened
a dozen times a month during the season.

*

IN THE CURRENT ISSUE OF THE
North Dakota Historical Quarterly, offi.
cial publication of the State Historical
society, there is a biographical sketch of
the late Charles F. Amidon, for more
than 30 years United States district judge·
for North Dakota. The article is written
by Judge Amidon's daughter, Beulah
Amidon Ratliff. In incorporating this
sketch in its records the Historical soci~
ety has not only paid appropriate tribute
to the memory of an eminent jurist, but
has performed a real public service, for
the character and achievements of such
a man ought to be of public and permanent record .

, THE OTHER MUSICAL COMEDY
star whose death occurred at about the
same time, Pacie Ripple, was of Irish
. birth, studied in Italy, and made his debut
as a member of the Carl Rose company
* * *
in England. Later he joined the famous
Often I have heard the story of Judge
D'Oyly Carte company, and spent years Amidon's remarks at the opening of one
doing Gilbert and 5ulllvan numbers.
court session when several men asked
to be excused from jury duty on the plea
* * *
THE LIST OF OPERAS IN W~ ICH that important business required their
attention. In .the current issue his daughter quotes his language from the court
record. Here is the official text:

*

*

*

"Jury dut/ sometimes means sacrifice.
That makes it no less the obligation of a
citizen of this country and of this state.·
I do not want any of you, gentlemen, to
come to me with excuses about business.
Sometimes it is a hardship for a man to
leave his business. But if there is anyone
on this jury who does not have important business which needs his attention,
that man may come and tell me. so. I will
excuse him from jury duty with pleasure, because such a man ought not to
weigh issues which involve the liberty
and property of his fellow citizens."

--,li-

.tialil IOlffl! ailment; WhDe
CONTINUINO
lrom latanbul )1111 Ellabeth Burnham there a number of people came up,

ed. the grating, and then their foreheads.
Others were standing near with hands
outstretched palms up to receive a .
blessing. Within tbe :Jioaque this ordb>
ary day o1 tfi.e weeff'were women as
well as men Bllently in prayer except[
tar one man who was chanting the,
KGnn in Arabic. It is not a largee
Mosque,. but It is really very lovely with
its domes and semldomes mountiJ!i

b.~

skyward.

~·=
neats.

DaYIN
much charm

• • •

"TB01JGB WE ARE STILL UNDER
aiartlal law there seems to be very little
difference, in the ordinary life you see
around you. Men read their papers on
the boat with great concentration, but
l!ley t
t>e~

: fween

newsboys call out the names
papers and occasionally there Is a second edition but there is no calling forth
of the news to excite the people. Some
time ago thla caJllng out Qf newJI
prohibited. Of
radios for.
equivalent o
ve
a
,
thro11gh this tax every radio is tegiatel"
ed. You see many soldiers and officers
en the aueets, but they tell me there
have always been many here In Istanbul. father and sister Allee and . . . , in
*
hospitable home. The tea was so bounte"IF I HAD THE OPPORTUNITY OF O ~ fairlY loaded down with
planning my education again I wo.l&Wa '*1F!IDllti o.t delicacies-that I did not ap,,
study F.nmch. and DI01'e ~ch for '!IJt' pear at dinner that evening at the school.
foreign - - - . .la SoatlJ .America Iris' brother has just been released from
many spoke French anil here a much larg- a period of military training and there
er proportion speak French. It Is the di· wu-mlt..~
to have him at home
plomatic language, is spoken by In:ost of a g a l ~
the educated people and even m the
shops it is generally spoken. Miss Anseombe, a teacher _ . s,& Seu~ 4oes the
talking in French when f ID ._,...g or
adventuring with her. She is a~tish
refugee from Rumania, where she lived for many years. Going out with
lngel,
who

* *

.

:trom
closed in October,
in Greek, another language
Widely known here. Now and
find a Spanish Jew with whom I can
converse in Spanish, They are decen·
dants of the Jews who left Spain many
years ago at the time of the Spanish ;~;
.1inguage.
tlbe Armenian language, and some Ger·
,nan and Italian though the latter two
languages are not spoken as much now
that the situation is tense. Of course
there are many Russians here too. Istan·
bul certainly Is an ~t.ional city as
far as population is coneerned.

* *

''IRIS FERID, ONE OF*OUR CENTER

aee

or

their 1f6ses In trams, i,oata
publ!c place. If ~ wpmd
It Is used rather
finger nails and all.

* *

*
"BEFORE COMING
HERE I READ
Edib's book "Turkey Faces West"
~
the new 'l'llrkey,

5::.ti' .al)out

•fl''a'ft'alld llti:"'17
Staff members, and I had a perfect In
"A t::Jmm 1Uld :ffis
apring day last Saturday to go up to Daughter," which givea an eii:ellent back•
Eyoub near the end of the Golden Hom, ground of Turkey just before the change.

which they say takes its name from Its I want to read "Her Memoirs" which is
shape and the gorgeous sunsets seen over a story of her "Childhood in the old Tul"
ft from many parts of Istanbul. We took key and the building up of the New

a boat from the bridge that crosses the Republic. I was very glad to meet Halide
Golden Horn just before it opens into
the Bosphorus and glided silently by sh!ps
and sailing vessela of almost every type,
the Naval Hospital, In its park of ever;
,reens, and the lace like palace of a
late Sultan. We could see the land walls
that enclosed Byzantium, tbe first great
city on this famous site, and the aqueduct of Valens built around 370. The
domes and minarets of many mosques
both laree and small rose up from every
section alona. the way. Finally we came
to the vlllap -0f Eyoub, named after the
standard bearer of Mohammed. The
Mosque here Is the most sacred to
Moslems after Mecca, because the bones
of Eyoub rest here in a tomb just outside the Mosque. The brass grating
through which you look to see the tomb
Is kept shining by the many hands that
are ll&Ued over it 1eeklng a blessln11: or

Edib and to see her in the class room
and I hope to see her again. She was
one of the early graduates of Constantinople Girls College formerly housed In
these J,ulldlnas. Now that college is call·
ed American Girls College and Is located
In 11pacious new quarters near Robert Co1r
lege on the European side of the Boapho~"

I HAVE JUST MADE A NOTE THAT
my first tulips were in full bloom on
Wednesday, April 23. For several days
the buds had been of full size, ready to
burst, but cloudy weath·
er delayed them. Notwtthstancllng
Wednesday's cool wind, tbe sun•
shine caused them to
open. I have no doubt
that many other tulips
opened on that day, as
several of my friends had
told me of buds that were
just ready to show their
colors. My early tulips
are double. Possibly they
are a little earlier than
the singles. For some
Davies
reasons I prefer the sinjles-,-they seem more like tulips. My
Darwins, which are quite a bit later, are
also coming along nicely and are well
budded. With a few days of warm weath·
er tulips wll1 be In bloom wherever they
have wann, 8UJlD1 exposure.

*

*

*

THOSE DAIN'ff SCILLA BLOSSOMS
have been giving pleas~ to many arow·
era for several weeks, and I am told that
the crocuses, or pasque flowers are now
in full bloom. Those are the first of our
native flowers to show themselves. Until recently a hfflside a few miles east of
Crookston was covered with them every
spring. They were so thick there that at
a distance the whole hillside showed a
solid mass of delicate purple. Last year,
someone .told me, there were few of the
flowers at that spot.

*

*

*

tendM to promote safe driving. This being the season when people take to the
highways In increasing numbers, I am
qu8ting the lines below:

*

*

*

IF EVERYONE

If everyone who drives a car would lle
a month in bed,

With broken bones and stitched up
wounds and fractures of the head,
And there endure the agonies that many
people do,
They'd never need preach safety any
more to me and you.
If evetyone could stand beside the bed of

some close friend,
And hear the doctor say ''no hope," before the fatal end,
And see him there unconscious, never
knowing what took place,
The laws and rules and traffic I am sure
we'd soon embrace.
If everyone could meet the wife and chil·
dren left behind,
And step into the darkened home where
once the sunlight shone,
And look upon the "Vacant Chair" where
Daddy used to sit,
rm sure each reckless driver would be
forced to think a bit.
If everyone would check his car before
he takes a trip,

For tires worn, loose steering wheel and
tires that fall to grip,
And pay attention to his lights while
driving roads at night,
Another score for safety could be chalk·
ed up in the fight.

MRS. R. E. RAFI'ER HAS SENT ME
a copy of the Arthur, Ontario, Enter- At last, if he who takes the wheel would
prise-News, in which are some verses in•
say a little prayer,
And keep in mind those in the car depending on his care,
And make a vow and pledge himself to
never take a chance,
The great crusade for safety then would
suddenly advance.

*

*

*

LONG AGO THE COUNCIL FOR PSY·
chic Resea'rch offered an award of $10,·
000 to any dealer in the occult whose "supernatural" feats cannot be duplicated by
natural or scientific means. This offer
was supplemented by another of $5,000
by the Scientific American. The first application under these offers came from a
medium who offered to produce de.finite
contact with the spirit of Queen Elizabeth.
The demonstration was made at Sandwich,
England, in a house which had often been
visited by Queen Elizabeth. The medium
insisted that the spirit of Queen Bess
actually appeared before the committee,
but flash-light photographs taken at moments designated by the medium showed
no evidence of the presence of spirits. So
another verdict of "not proven" may be
added to the innumerable ones on record.
Those interested in the investigation ot
alleged spirit phenomena are confronted
with the inconvenient fact that it is dif.
ficult to prove a negative.

SHORTLY AFTER THE GERMAN INVASION , arguments. Turkey's choice lies between making
of Greece; 'when a path had ' been cut separating

eastern from western Greece, Berlin dispatches
repeatedly announced the unconditional surrender of the whole eastern Greek
army. There never was any such
surrender in that area. Fighting
there continued for many days
after surrender was claimed.
What was left of individual units
ultimately surrendered piecemeal, but a: large part of the eastern army evaded the Germans or
broke through the German lines
and joined the Allied .forces in
the west.

*

Davtes

*

*

EARLY LAST WEEK BER~

lin dispatches said that the British had been driven through and beyond Thermopylae and that ~azi troops in force were pursuing the British far to the south of the famous
pass. But as late as Saturday the same German
news agency reported fierce fighting at Thermopylae, with the British still defending the pass.

*

*

*

~HESE ARE BUT ~WO EXAMPLES OF THE

eomplete unreliability of Nazi publicity as a medium for transmission :of news to the public.
r.t'here have been similar incidents all through the
war. It may be explained that there is a purpose
behind all this, and that the making of false statements is a legitimate device in warfare, to deeeive the enemy, to influence public opipion at
home, or for diplomatic reasons. Granting all
that, the reader who is ·in search of information
ls safe in discounting whatever news dispatches
emanate from Berlin.

*

*

*

THAT IS NOT TO MINIMIZE IN ANY WAY

Qerman successes in this war. In the Baikan area
;!'ugoslavia has collapsed, the Greeks have been
overwhelmed, and the British, forced to evacuate
Greece, will do well if they succeed in getting any
considerable part of their expeditionary force out
of the country. That represents a British disaster
of no small proportions, not the least important
part of which is the loss of prestige which it entails.

concessio.n s to Germany and the desperate expedient of resisting a Germ..4n invasion by force. There
have been reports of several proposals for concessions of some sort, such as the closing of the
Dardenelles to all war craft, joint control of the
straits by Germany and Russia, and so forth.
Probably Hitler would be satisfied with almost any
sort of concession, but any agreement with him
would be followed by other demands until Turkey
would. cease to exist as an independent nation.

*

*

*

AS ONE LOOKS BACK OVER EVENTS OF

the recent past there comes ·some realization of
what might ·have been if men had not closed their
eyes to obvious facts. Dreaming dreams of peace
and security Great Britain and France permitted
Germany to become a great military arsenal right
under their eyes, and were unprepared when Hitler choose his time to strike. Dreaming like
dreams the United States tied its hands with neutrality laws and .· neglected to prepare itself for
the story which might easily have been seen approaching. A more realistic attitude on the part
of these three nations would have prevented this
war.

*

*

*

THERE IS ALSO SOMETHING TRAGICALLY

suggestive in what has happe·ned to the smaller
nations. Not one of the lesser nations surround·
ing Germany desired war. But in spite of their
utmost endeavor to remain at · peace 'war was
forced upon them; :and, one by one, they were occupied by a hostile power which has suppressed
the liberties that they enjoyed. Had those smaller
nations foreseen that this would be their fate, one
by one, unless the aggressor .were checked, and
immediately . made common cause witµ Britain
.and France, there would have been a different
story to tell.
1

*

*

*

IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO RECONCILE WITH

any sentiment of self-respect the thought that in
a world knit together as this world of ours is,
and always must be, the position of the United
States is that of a disinterested bystander. Material . self-interest alone makes such a thing impossible, but far beyond such considerations there ..
are certain qualities in man which impel him to
share with ,o thers the good f 9rtune which he en* *
WITH GERMAN OCCUPATION OF GREECE joys, to resent assaults on . the rights of others,
a foregone conclusion, Turkey comes next. Hit- · and to accept, whole-heartedly, not .only the privler's agents have long been at work in Anlfara, · ileges and advantages, but the obligations of hu•nd the occupation of Greece adds force, to their man brotherhood.

1 FEW DAYS AGO I HAD A PLEASant call from S. G. Heazlitt, and enjoyed
chatting with him about early days in
.Canada. Mr. Heazlitt was for many years
engineer at Wesley col..
lege, but retired several
years ago because of advancing age. He is now
82, out would pass for a
much younger man. Born
at Adolphustown, near
the lower end of Lake
O tario, he spent his
fintt fourteen y e a r s
th~e, then moved to the
staie of New York, and
later to Dakota territoBy.
Davies
J.lURING HIS BOY·
hood in Canada Mr. Heazlitt became
familiar with legends of his neighbqrhood, many of which were now to me,
for my home was in anotner part of the
province. His district was also the home
of the boy who was later· to become premier of Canada, Sir John A. Macdonald.
One story is that when young John was
sent to a school at some distance he was
given a pair of new bQots in order that
he might be fittingly dressed. John wore
the boots at school, but visiting his home
on week-ends he walkeq barefooted and
carried the boots to keep from wearing
them out.

* * *

*

*

*

I LEARNED FROM MR. HEA:ZLITT
of a peculiar natural phenomenon. At
a point overlooking the beautiful bay of
Quints there is a hill which rises almost
perpendicularly to a height about 300
feet. On the top of that hill is a little
lake, the depth of which, according to
local tradition, has never been measured.
A small stream flowing from it creates a
beautiful fall which years ago was to
operate a small mill. Where the water
comes from, and how it reaches that
elevation, has been one of the puzzling
qu stions.

which he recalls was that of the burning
of several of the Dalrymple parns. In
one of the barns were 60 of the fine work
horses. A green stable hand, going into
the barn with a lantern, found one of the
hors~s loose. Herding the animal into a
vacant space the man thoughtlessly set
his lantern down on the floor while he
went forward to tie the horse. Plunging
backward the horse upset the lantern .
and in an instant the dry straw on th~
floor was ablaze. Of the so· horses in· the
building only two were saved. Other
barns were burned, but there was time
to get the horses o_u t of them.

*

*

*

MOST OF THOSE BIG FARMS WERE
broken up years ago. Some tracts were
sold to farmers from Iowa during the
land boom that followed the former war.
Many Iowa farms were sold for prices
as high as $400 an acre. Some of those
who had sold came to North Dakota and (
bou~ht land at prices which appeared
cheap to them, but which, in some cases,
was far above its actual value. The result was disaster all around.
f

*

*

*

MR. AND MRS. PAUL B. GRIFFITH,
who recently returned from a pleasure
vacation in Hawaii, met in Honolulu,
quite by chance, the widow of Captain
James Willson, of the United States army,
who had died not long before. - Mrs. Willson, learning that her friends were from
North Dakota, recalled that two of her
husband's brothers had lived in Grand
Forks for many years. Captain Willson
was a brother of Harry and Fred Willson, both connected with the, Herald
thirty-odd years ago.

* *

CAPTAIN *WILLSON HAD BEEN
stationed in Hawaii for several years.
Though retired from active service his
efficiency as an officer had caused' him
to be assigned to important special duty
in which he was engaged at the time of
his death. Honolulu papers expressed
high appreciation of his character as a
* * *
. ~an and his q-µality as an officer. I met
. COMING TO CASSELTON IN 1881, him last down in the West Indies, seven- ·
Mr. Heazlitt obtatned employment on one teen years ago.
of the bonanza farms of which the
*
Dalrymple farm was the center, and for . S~ME FRIENDS HAVE RECENTLy
several years he served as foreman on mqmred about Harry and Fred Willson.
one of those farms. A tragic experience Harry is the owner of a prosperous
printing business in St. Paul. Fred was
for many years, and, I suppose, still is
s~cretary of the Civic and Commerc~
association of Rochester, N. Y.

* *

.(tcCASIONAL

LETrERS

HAVE Yangtze, had been, prior to the liquida•

coh(e from Dr. Chien, a former student at tion of the latter early this year, expand•

the University of North · Dakota, who
made a tour of American colleges two or
three years ago to enlist
support in this country
for the Chinese national
government of Chiang
Kai-shek. For some years
an instructor in the Uni·
versity of Peking, Dr.
Chien joined the move,
ment of colleges and in~
dustrles into the interior
of China and he is now
carrying on his work at
Kunming, where a col·
lege is in operation. In
a letter written March
Da'l'les
28 he Wl'ites:

*

*

*

"RECENTLY I VISITED CHUNGKING
for the first time in nine months, to attend a session of the Peoples' Political
Council. The scars of last summer's
bombings are still there; indeed many
streets still resemble the streets of ex•
humed Pompeii, but
whole a new
though somewhat seasonal Chungking
has been constructed out of the ruins.
Most streets, very much widened, are now
lined with new shop buildings. They are
generally of the one-storyed kindt easy
to bttila, pleasing to the sight. but not
exjected to withstand the slightest shlk•
in :;tbeli' ownera are doing the winter
bu,.trless well, well enough to risk the
deilruction during the coming summer
when raids will again be in order, unless
we have an augmented air force by then.
What is more significant, however, is
not the reconstruction of Chungking pro•
per. Instead of Chungking proper, there
is now a truly greater Chungking,
stretching along the Kialing river, a tri·
butary of the Yangtze, almost 30 kilometers long. This narrow strip of land is:
now filled with new houses, factories, offices, and bomb shelters dug out of th'
cliff. In other words, though the enemy
may destroy Chungking proper again
this summer, they will never be able to
destroy the Greater Chungking.

ara

ing at the cost of the armies having no
sympathy with or opposed to them. The
High Command tolerated them for a long
time. But by the beginning of the year it
was compelled to take the disciplinary
measure and ordered the disbanding of
the New IV Army. The measure caused
much indignation to the Chinese Com·
munists and even more flurry abroad.

* *

*

* *

*

"BOTH IN THE COUNCIL AND IN·
formally, General Chiang gave assurance
that he would not consider anything like
m.illtary measure against the Commun•
ists. What matters to him ls only the
question of unity of command. In more
confident clrcles he even expressed displeasure that lately certain police pressure were exercised over the Communist
activities. But he was not inclined to lay
low if the Communists take the offensive,
military or otherwise. My surmise of the
whole situation would therefore be somewhat like this: Friction there will con•
tintie to be, but neither the government
nor the Communists are likely to indulge
in anything like an open conflict.

"I AM. NOT UNAWARE THAT THE
Communists have a much better press
abroad than the government. One reas,.on
is that the former do their best to adver.•
ttse the actions takeh by the government,
while the government have always tried
to hush the whole matter, fearing that an
impression of internal co~lict might
harm the cause of China. Another reason
is to be attributed to the usual American
way of sympathizing with the underdog.
But really the sympathy ls wasted. Recently some eighty students of leftist
tendencies have left our university. On
careful probing, we found that the real
Communists are still with us. Only the
satellites have gone. They left because
they were t9ld by the Communists that
some drastic action by the government is
impending. The Communists remain and ·
remain active because they know that no ·
persecution is in sight. The foreign propaganda of the Communists, I think, is
*
just as clever and as slick as their decep"IN THE POLITICAL COUNCIL AT· tion of their allies in the schools of China.
tention centered on tbe Communist pro* * *
blem and the economic problem, particu"THE OTHER PROBLEM, THE EC018.{'lY the problem of foo~ supply. These · nomic one, is in many ways more comare also the problems which had engaged plicated, difficult of solution, and in•
and are still engaging the attention of volves much controversy. It is my view
the general public.
that the Southwest is self-sufficient in
"You are perhaps aware that for a grains only when there is a bumper crop.
long time the Communist troops, both As to cotton and textile, the insufficiency
the XVIII Army Group in the Northwest is obvious. This insufficiency can howand the New IV Army along the Lower ever be made good if there are more
transport facilities. Even the better use
of the existing facilities may make good
the insufficiency. As to the lack of grain
in years of subnormal crop, I would propose the recapture of the Yangtze port
Ichang as a remedy least difficult of accomplishment.
"The capture of Ichang will not be posible until we have a larger air force.
is view was more or less substantiated
y the knowledge of military affairs I
ained at Chungking."

* *

